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The second feature of 'the Third Reich' was the tacit repudiation
of the God of the Christians, Jews and Muslims for a very different
object of worship. The fetish of 'the Third Reich5 was a supposedly
pure and professedly superior 'Nordic3 race which was equated in
practice with the non-Jewish High-German-speaking fraction of the
population of Continental Europe, both outside and inside the
frontiers assigned to the German Reich in the Peace Settlement of
1919-20. It may be noted in passing that this dogma of a pure and
superior 'Nordic3 race—a conception which had been invented by a
nineteenth-century frenchman, de Gobineau, and had been popu-
larized in pre-war Germany by a fin-de-siede Englishman, Houston
Stewart Chamberlain—was a pseudo-scientific hypothesis which had
long since been discarded by modern Western ethnologists as their
researches had come to show that the physical race of all known
human communities was extremely mixed and that no correlation
between physical race and spiritual grace could be established
empirically.1
The third outstanding feature of the National-Socialist regime in
Germany was the glorification of intolerance and violence and blood-
shed, which were represented to the rising generation, by the Nazi
propaganda, as splendid manifestations of 6Nordic ' heroism, instead
of being condemned as crimes or condoned as occasional and pro-
visional and shameful and unhappy necessities. Within the frontiers
of the Reich, this cult of violence was promptly put into practice,
as soon as the Nazis found themselves masters of the state, in an
active and wholesale suppression and persecution of political op-
ponents and racial aliens. Political opponents included, for this
purpose, not only the German Communists bxit the constitutional
Social-Democratic sect of German 'Marxists'; all other existing
political parties in Germany with the sole exception of the National-
Socialists' momentary allies and partners the Nationalists; and also
all German pacifists, whose offence was their internationalism, even
if this were not combined either with Marxian theory or with any
practical participation in German internal politics. Racial aliens or
'non-Aryans3 meant, in practice, the Jews, who were indeed the
BespMica Christiana, in the supremely important feature of being in posse
and invelle world-wide, instead of being narrowly parochial, aa the race-states
or nation-states were condemned to be intrinsically and a priori. It will be
seen that the Communist form of the post-war neo-paganinm was of a different
species from that represented by National Socialism or Fascism or Shinto.
1 In the Communist scheme, the r61e of being the Chosen People, which
National Socialism^assigned to 'the Nordic Race', was played by the Oecu-
menical class-conscious proletariat of all races and climes.

